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INCLUDED HARDWARE:
(4) #8 x 5/8” PHILLIPS SCREW [BWT280]
(2) 1” x 1 5/8” BLACK ANGLE BRACKET [C15C00]

FRONT CONNECTION METHOD BACK CONNECTION METHOD
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INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Align hutch and worksurface.

2. Decide between the front or back
connection method (see diagram).

3. Mark and drill the worksurface and
hutch for the angled brackets as shown
in the diagram. Bracket location may vary.

Caution: If paper management trays are
used, drill holes to the left or right of
where the tray will be located. The paper
management trays WILL NOT fit in front
of brackets.

4. Install as shown in the diagram.

Instruction Sheet Number: IF00001

Effective Date: 12-7-09 CG01
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Panel-to-Panel Connector Plate

Steel Plates

INSTRUCTIONS:

TOP CONNECTION
Included with the return will be two (2) steel plates and
sixteen (16) 3/4” screws.

1. Position each plate along the bottom of
desk top (unit A) so it is protruding halfway
from under the top. Attach using four (4)
screws each. Do not tighten completely. 

2. Position the return (unit B) on top of the
plates and align so both tops are flush at
the side. Secure plates to return with four (4)
screws each. Do not tighten completely.

VERTICAL PANEL CONNECTION
Depending on the desk type, one of the following
will be included with screws with the return:

Angle Bracket: Position angle bracket where
the return modesty panel and desk wing
panel meet (see illustration). Secure to both
return and desk. 

Panel-to-Panel Connector Plate: Install the
connector plate to the desk end panel just
above the shelf. Align the return and secure
plate to return.

Screws only: When tops are aligned, the
return modesty overlaps with the desk end
panel. Secure modesty to panel with screws.

LEVEL UNITS
Level both units by adjusting the floor level-
ers. Afterwards, tighten screws. Be careful
not to apply to much pressure.

Instruction Sheet Number: IF00003

Effective Date: 4-29-09 CG03
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Panel-to-Panel Connector Plate

Steel Plates
2 in each location

INSTRUCTIONS:
Packed with the bridge will be four (4) steel
plates, 32 - 3/4” screws, and two panel-to-
panel connector plates with screws. The
steel plate is used on other return units, so
not all screw holes will be used.

1. Place credenza (unit B) in desired loca-
tion. Position a steel plate o the bottom
of the credenza top so it is protruding half
way from under the top. Do not tighten
completely. Attach using four (4) screws.
Repeat for the second steel plate.

2. Repeat Step 1 for the desk (unit A).

3. Uncarton the two-piece bridge (Unit C).
Place the top only on the steel plates that
are extending from the other units. Align
to desk side for a tight fit and fasten to
the plate. Check level of the desk and
adjust accordingly. 

4. Align and attach the other side of
bridge to the credenza. Check for tight
and accurate fit of the top connections
before tightening screws.

5. Place modesty panel under the bridge
top from the user side and align as nec-
cessary. Screw the panel-to-panel connec-
tor plate to the desk end panel just above
the shelf and then to the modesty panel.
Repeat for the credenza. 

6. Check vertical alignment of modesty
panel to both end panels. After leveling,
tighten screws. Be careful not to apply too
much pressure.

Instruction Sheet Number: IF00004

Effective Date: 4-29-09 CG04
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DETAIL  A

A

1-1/2” [38.0]
Must be at least 1”
to allow for removal

1” [25.4mm]
Modesty Overhang
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Finger Grip
Bottom of user side

Male Modesty
Panel Clip

Female Modesty
Panel Clip
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INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Attach male modesty panel clip to the
modesty panel using pre-bored holes.
The extrusion is flush with the approach
side of the modesty panel.

2. If levelers are used on the modesty
panel, adjust so they botom of the mod-
esty panel is flush with the bottom of
the end panels.

3. Position modesty panel it is centered
in the opening and the finger grip is on
the bottom of the user side. 

4. Align male and female parts of the
clips and tighten down.

Instruction Sheet Number: IFNP001

Effective Date: 1.17.11 CG05
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Pedestal Attachment in Credenza Shell
Top spacers needed

Pedestal with Top Only
Top spacers not needed
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Top Spacer

Subtop

Pedestal with Spacers
Illustration may vary from product

lateral file shown

INSTRUCTIONS:
Top spacers are shipped with pedestal
and are located in the drawer.

PEDESTAL WITH TOP ONLY
1. Top spacers are not needed - discard
if pedestal is being used with top only.

2. Position top so it is flush with
pedestal. Attach from inside the
pedestal using screws through the
subtop and into the top.

PEDESTAL USED IN CREDENZA
1. Align top spacers on subtop as shown
in illustration and attach.

2. Place pedestal in credenza shell.

3. Remove bottom drawer of pedestal
and align end panel of pedestal to end
panel of credenza shell. 

4. Level by adjusting glides.

4. Screw pedestal to underside of top
through holes in stretcher rails.

Instruction Sheet Number: IFNP002

Effective Date: 1-1-10 CG06




